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T1

TM

*Patent Pending

18” Round Long Range Target – MSRP $174.99
The T1 is a two piece system with an 18” round non-replaceable shooting surface. This system requires no tools and no hardware. Our patent
pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground similar to post pounder and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included
and has attachment points for KISS Brackets which can hold up to four “gongs” below the main target. The hole at the top of the target also allows the
target to be hung and used a simple “gong” without the post.
IDEAL USE: Light weight long range gong that is easy to carry and quick to set-up
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For rifle use at 300 yards or more. Do not use with rifles at less than 300 yards.
- 18” wide circle
- Weight: 32lbs + 18lb Post
- Includes standard post that is compatible with all T Series and Dueling Tree Targets. Kiss brackets & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT
BACK
Brackets & Gongs Sold separately
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

T2

TM

*Patent Pending

12” Round Close Range Pistol Target – MSRP $99.99
The T2 is a two piece system with a 12” round non-replaceable shooting surface. This system requires no tools and no hardware. Our patent pending
design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included and has attachment points for one
KISS Bracket which can hold up to two “gongs” below the main target. The hole at the bottom of the target also allows the target to be used a simple
“gong” without the post.
IDEAL USE: Light weight close range gong for use with pistol calibers
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For handgun calibers only. Do not use with rifle rounds.
- 12” wide circle
- Weight: 16lbs + 4lb Post
- Includes Special T2/T4 post. Note this post is only compatible with T2/T4 targets and will not work with other T Series targets or Dueling Trees.
- Kiss brackets & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT

BACK

Bracket & Gongs Sold separately
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T4

TM

*Patent Pending

2/3 IPSC Close Range Pistol Target – MSRP $99.99
The T4 is a two piece system similar to the T2 with a 2/3 size non-replaceable ISPC shooting surface. This system requires no tools and no hardware.
Our patent pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included and has
attachment points for one KISS Bracket which can hold up to two “gongs” below the main target.
IDEAL USE: Light weight close range gong for use with pistol calibers
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For handgun calibers only. Do not use with rifle rounds.
- 8” wide x 16” Tall
- Weight: 16lbs + 4lb Post
- Includes Special T2/T4 post. Note this post is only compatible with T2/T4 targets and will not work with other T Series targets or Dueling Trees.
- Kiss brackets & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT
BACK
Bracket & Gongs Sold separately
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

T3R

TM

*Patent Pending

Full Size 18”x 24” Pistol Tactical Torso Target - MSRP $184.99
The T3R is our most popular product for entry level shooters. It is a two piece system with a non-replaceable shooting surface. This system requires
no tools and no hardware. Our patent pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The
post is included and has attachment points for KISS Brackets which can hold up to four “gongs” below the main target. The target has an attachment
point for the HFR Hostage flipper, and is compatible with all PT-1 and PT-2 paint templates.
IDEAL USE: Short - Medium range realistic torso for self defense or tactical training.
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For handgun calibers only. Do not use with rifle rounds.
- 18” wide x 27” tall (Head is 9” sphere)
- Weight: 48lbs + 18lb Post
- Sold with standard post. Hostage Flipper, Kiss brackets, & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT

BACK
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HFR & KISS Brackets Sold separately

T3R-X

TM

*Patent Pending

Advanced Tactical Torso Target

T3 Shape MSRP $239.99
IPSC Shape MSRP $224.99
The T3RX is our most advanced Torso Target. It’s a three piece system that allows the shooter to replace, rotate, and change the shooting surface.
Four Grade 9 bolts are used to attach the shooting surface to a backer plate. Our patent pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the
ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included and has attachment points for KISS Brackets which can hold up to four “gongs”
below the main target. The target has an attachment point for the HFR Hostage flipper, and is compatible with all PT-1 and PT-2 paint templates. The
T3RX comes in two styles.
IDEAL USE: Short - Medium range torso for self defense or tactical training and rifle use or shooters firing more than 2000 rounds per year.
SPECS:
- IPSC Shape: 12” wide x 24” tall (Head is 6” square), 3/8” AR-550 Steel *See rating section for ranged and calibers
- T3 Shape: 18” wide x 27” tall (Head is 9” sphere), 3/8” AR-550 Steel *same shape as T3R*
- IPSC Weight: 37lbs + 18lb Post
- T3 Weight: 48lbs + 18lb Post
- Both are sold with standard post. Hostage Flipper, Kiss brackets, & gongs sold separately. Product is powder coated black

IPSC Shape

IPSC Shape

IPSC Shape

T3 Shape

The T3RX Target Systems is proudly used by all of the following agencies for their professional training needs:
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DT6

TM

Six Target Dueling Tree – MSRP $249.99
The DT6 is our second best selling product. It’s an eight piece system that requires no tools and no hardware. Using the same install procedure as the
T3 Targets, this system allows for a 20-30 second set-up time, while also providing a ricochet free target. The target system includes six of the HFR
Hostage Flippers which are compatible with T3R, T3RX, and DT6.
IDEAL USE: Handgun training and fun sport/competition shooting.
***NOTE: The standard tree and post are not armor. Only the flippers are made from AR-550. Rifle rounds may damage the tree if hit at close range.
See Below for an armored version for rifle use.
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel Flippers * See rating section for calibers and ranges *Tree and post are not armor*
- Weight: 35lbs Tree + 18lbs of flippers + 18lb Post
- Includes standard post compatible with most T series targets
- Product is powder coated black

ARMORED VERSION UPGRADE– This is the same system except that the tree has been upgraded with 3/8” AR-550 Steel Plate on the
front sides so that it will handle misplaced rifle rounds. This version is for users who intend to fire rifle rounds at their dueling tree.
Retail: $459.99

LIGHT WEIGHT DT6X VERSION – This is the same system except it will come with six ¼” AR-500 Flippers. This should be used for rim fire
cartridges only. Rim Fire cartridges do not have enough power to spin the 3/8” AR-550 Flippers.
Retail: $225.00
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H.F.R.

TM

*Patent Pending

Hostage Flipper – MSRP $24.99
The HFR Hostage flipper is installed easily with no tools or hardware. It drops into the tube on the back of the T3R, T3RX, and DT6. It is compatible
with all target systems and functions the same on each system. When hit the flipper will rotate 180 degrees to the opposite side. The unique design
of the tube, rod, and natural angle of the target will prevent the flipper from “hanging up” halfway and ensures the flipper always presents itself to the
shooter. The HFR is made from the same material as the T3R and T3RX so it can handle rifle rounds at appropriate distances.
IDEAL USE: Hostage flipper on T Series targets or replacement flipper for DT6 Dueling Tree
Handguns: .380, 9mm, .38 special, 40cal, .45, 10mm – 15+ yards
Handguns: .357, 44Mag – 75+ yards
Rifles: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, 7.62x54, .308 – 100+ yards
NOT RECOMMENDED - 45 Long Colt, 50AE, 7mm, 30-06, 300WinMag, 300Wthrby, .338 Lapua, 50 BMG
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 shooting surface, ½” cold rolled steel arm
- Weight: 3.2lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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K.I.S.S. Targets

TM

“Keep. It. Simple. Stupid.”

Steel Gong Targets – Sold Individually
The KISS Targets are our version of the popular “gong” targets. These are sold individually. Up to four gongs can be hung from the post that comes
with the T Series targets and the DT6 dueling tree the KISS Brackets. The free hanging nature of the gongs on the brackets allows for a ricochet free
target. We offer 4 different sizes, however custom sizes or shape can be ordered with 2-3 week lead.
IDEAL USE: Accessory for T Series targets or DIY target stands.
RANGE & CALIBER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Handguns: 22LR, 22Mag, .380, 9mm, .38 special, 40cal, .45, 10mm – 15+ yards
Handguns: .357, 44Mag, 45 Long Colt, 50AE – 75+ yards
Rifles: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, 7.62x54, .308 – 100+ yards
Rifles: 7mm, 30-06, 300WinMag, 300Wthrby – 300+ yards
Rifles: .338 Lapua, 50 BMG – 500+ yards
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550
- Weight: 6”=3lbs, 9”=7lbs, 12”=12lbs, 18”=25lbs
- Product is powder coated black

6” Gong - MSRP: $19.99
9” Gong - MSRP: $24.99
12” Gong - MSRP: $39.99
18” Gong - MSRP: $74.99
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K.I.S.S. Brackets

TM

Gong Brackets - Sold in sets of two
MSRP $14.99
The KISS Brackets are made to slip into the tubes already welded to the back of our standard posts. They are designed to use the weight of the
targets to keep the brackets in place and require no tools or hardware to install. Each bracket is capable of holding two KISS Targets. The Brackets
are made from a hardened cold rolled steel so they will bend when hit rather than break. To repair them simply put them in a vice and straighten them
back out.
IDEAL USE: Accessory for T Series or DT6 posts. Racks hold KISS Targets or gongs below target.
SPECS:
- 3/8” Cold Rolled Steel - *Not Armor*
- Weight: 2.5lbs per set
- Product is powder coated black
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PT-1 Paint Templates

TM

Small Spray Paint Templates – MSRP $9.99
The PT-1’s are made from 11ga galvanized sheet metal. They are made to clip and hang off of the silhouettes for hands free spraying. When a target
is hit repeatedly it will leave a grey lead coating that makes it difficult to see your hits. These templates provide a new fresh area to identify hits.
The PT-1 is available in four different styles. The most popular style, the “sighting target” is designed to be hung from the shoulders as well as the
head, and is ideal when using your steel target to sight in scopes or optics.
IDEAL USE: Providing quick refurbishing of the targets and providing the shooter with specific spots to aim for.
USE INSTRUCTIONS: Hang the template on the target. Spray the open area with a fast drying paint (white is ideal and should be used as a base
coat with neon or fluorescent colors). Remove the template before shooting.
SPECS:
- 11ga galvanized sheet metal
- Weight: 1lb
- Product is lightly polished

Sighting Target

Prairie Dog

Skull

Pigeon
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PT-2 Paint Templates

TM

Large Spray Paint Templates – MSRP - $19.99
The PT-2’s are made from 11ga galvanized sheet metal. They are made to clip and hang off of the silhouettes for hands free spraying. When a target
is hit repeatedly it will leave a grey lead coating that makes hits difficult to see. These templates provide the shooter with a more technical way to use
their targets and are designed to be used for drills and target recognition. The PT-2 is available in three different styles.
IDEAL USE: Providing quick refurbishing of the targets, target recognition, and different areas to aim for.
USE INSTRUCTIONS: Hang the template on the target. Spray the open area with a fast drying paint (white is ideal and should be used as a base
coat with neon or fluorescent colors). Remove the template before shooting.
SPECS:
- 11ga galvanized sheet metal
- Weight: 3lbs
- Product is lightly polished

Shapes

IPSC Full
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IPSC Sections

QWIK Rack

TM

*Patent Pending

Target Rack - Holds a single Gong and/or Clay Pigeon
MSRP – $29.99
The Qwik racks are made to stake into the ground. Use your gong target or a hammer to beat the rack into the ground. Each bracket is capable of
holding one KISS Target and/or one clay pigeon. The Brackets are made from a hardened cold rolled steel so they will bend when hit rather than
break. To repair them simply put them in a vice and straighten them back out.
IDEAL USE: Simple hanger to holds one KISS Target
SPECS:
- 1/2” Cold Rolled Steel - *Not Armor*
- Height: 4’ tall, ~3½’ once set into ground
- Weight: 5lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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S1

TM

Basic Target Stand – MSRP - $44.99
The S1 is a basic H-Frame target stand that is designed to hold 1x2 (3/4”x1 ½” actual) wooden posts. Staple cardboard or paper targets to the wood
for an easy, light weight target that is cheap to use and replace.
IDEAL USE: Holder for wood posts and cardboard target. Close range handgun practice.
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS: Purchase 2 sticks of “1x2” at local hardware store and cut to desired height, insert sticks into frame, turn clamping bolts
until wood is cinched down, staple cardboard or paper to wood sticks.
SPECS:
- ATSM A-36 1” square tube and 1”x2” Rectangular Tube
- Weight: 4lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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S2

TM

Advanced Target Stand – MSRP - $94.99
Originally designed by Steel Ops for the Department of Homeland Security this stand is now commercially available. This is an all-encompassing HFrame with a wide variety of uses. The first aspect was the use of 2x2 (1 ½”x1 ½” actual) wooden posts instead of the usual 1x2 that most stands use.
These thicker posts provide four serviceable sides, all of which will work in any direction, so that as the wood fills up with staples, holes, etc, you can
simply turn it 90 degrees or flip it over and double or triple its use. The bolts that clamp the wood have a large ergonomic T-handle so it is very easy,
even if rusted, to turn the bolts in and out. A third post tube was added in the center allowing for a single post target, or added support for large
pieces of cardboard. The entire stand can expand from the compressed width of 24” to a maximum width of 36”. This was a requirement of the DHS
so that the stand could be used to hold large pieces of cardboard or wood to simulate barricades and walls at the range. Many agencies now use
these stands including the US Marshals Service, County Sheriffs, and local Police Depts.
IDEAL USE: Holder for wood and steel posts. Used to hold targets, or create large barricades/walls at the range.
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS: Purchase 2-3 sticks of “2x2” at local hardware store and cut to desired height, insert sticks into frame, turn clamping bolts
until wood is cinched down, staple cardboard or paper to wood sticks.
SPECS:
- ATSM A-36 2” L-Angle Legs with three 2” Square Post Tubes
- All edges and sharp corners have been rounded for safety.
- ½” stake holes are located on each end of each leg
- Weight: 10lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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Body Armor Plates
PREPARE. PROTECT. PREVAIL.

USE IT, DON’T LOSE IT
Steel Ops Lifetime Body Armor Replacement Policy
This should be the last body armor you need to buy. That’s why we offer a lifetime
replacement policy for every armor plate we sell. If your plate is ever struck with a
projectile fired from a handgun, rifle, or shotgun while in the line of duty or during a
lawful, verifiable, and reported act of self defense we will replace the plate free of
charge. You literally stand behind our products, and we will stand behind you. Our
goal is to ensure that you have the equipment and confidence to prepare, protect,
and prevail.

NOTICE: Level III and IV body armor plates are regulated by the International Trade in Arms
Regulations (ITAR) and are subject to the export control laws of the US Government. Export or
transfer of these plates to any foreign end user, or for any other end use, whether inside the US or
abroad, without the written approval is the US Department of State is prohibited.
LIABILITY DISCLAIMER: These plates are not in any way intended nor guaranteed to prevent or
mitigate any type of bodily injury or death and should only be used at your own risk. Ratings and
test results are not in any way guaranteed and by purchasing or using these plates the individual
waives for themselves as well as for their customers, heirs, assigns, and agents the right to any
claims for damages of any kind, whether known or unknown, in law or in equity, whether past,
present, or future, against Steel Ops Ltd. as well as any vendor, staff, heir, or employee thereof.
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Pro Plate

TM

Standard Level III+ Plate – MSRP - $104.99
The newly redesigned Pro Plate utilizes a ¼” thick steel plate core that has been ISO tested to meet a minimum of 510 Brinell hardness.
This plate complies with and exceeds the standards for NIJ Level III and is capable of stopping M80 ammunition or 7.62 rounds of 148 grains at
velocities of 2750 fps. These specs are most commonly found in .308 rounds. The Pro Plate goes a step further and is also able to stop rounds like
the M855 Steel Core 5.56 round at distances of only 15ft. Each plate has a ½” body curve for an ergonomic fit, and the corners are tapered to achieve
the shooters cut design so shouldering a rifle is comfortable. The plate is coated will a full 200 mil thick layer of our new GT Advanced Ballistic
Coating which has been tested effective at encapsulating up to 15 rounds of Steel Core 5.56. We do not offer “base coats” or “build up” coats because
we believe that every plate should have the best coating possible. Our standard coating is the same thickness as other company’s “build up” coats.
The Pro Plate allows everyone to have reliable body armor that is more durable than ceramic and by far more affordable.
SPECS:
- Level III+: Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III
- Can be used as a front or back plate in most standard plate carriers
- ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- 10” wide x 12” Tall – 6 ½” Shooters Cut Tapper - ½” Body Curve
- Weight: 7.75lbs with coating
- Coating: ~ 200 mils of GT Advanced Ballistic Coating
- 11”x14” Plates Available for additional $10.00, lead times may apply
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XP Pro Plate

TM

Advanced Level III+ Plate - NIJ Certified
MSRP - $114.99
The new XP Pro Plate is the most protective and light weight armor that Steel Ops has offered yet. This plate redefines what steel armor is capable
of. The XP features a 5mm (~3/16”) thick Aegis AR-600 steel core and is 15% lighter than our standard Pro Plate. The steel has been ISO tested to
meet a minimum Brinell hardness of 600, and all plates come with an official NIJ Level III Certification. They far exceed these standards and are not
only capable of stopping Steel and Lead Core versions of the 148 grain M80 (7.62) ammo at velocities of up to 2750 fps, but they have also been
tested effective at stopping 62 Grain M855 Steel Core 5.56 and 55 Grain M193 lead core.223 ammo at velocities of 3200 fps. Out of a 20” barrel these
plates were stopping all these rounds at only 10ft away! This plate is a game changer. Of course it also features a full 200 mil thick layer of our new
GT Advanced Ballistic Coating which has been tested effective at encapsulating 99.9% of fragmentation from up to 15 rounds of Steel Core 5.56.
Each plate features the new “True Curve” shape that creates a more ergonomic fit to the body. This plate actually has more coverage than the
standard Pro Plate while still maintaining a reduction in weight. These plates are already in active use among law enforcement professionals across
the country. When the critical moment arrives this plate will ensure you’re able to prepare, protect, and prevail.
SPECS:
- Level III+: Exceeds NIJ Level III standards and comes with NIJ Level III Certification
- Can be used as a front or back plate in most standard plate carriers
- 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600
- 10” wide x 12” Tall – 5” Shooters Cut Tapper - ½” “True Curve” Body Curve
- Weight: 7lbs with coating
- Coating: ~ 200 mils of GT Advanced Ballistic Coating
- 11”x14” Plates Available for additional $10.00, lead times may apply
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Flat Plate

TM

Flat Level III+ Plate – MSRP - $94.99
The Flat Plate utilizes a ¼” thick steel plate core that has been ISO tested to meet a minimum of 510 Brinell hardness. This plate complies with and
exceeds the standards for NIJ Level III and is capable of stopping M80 ammunition or 7.62 rounds of 148 grains at velocities of 2750 fps. These
specs are most commonly found in .308 rounds. The Flat Plate goes a step further and is also able to stop rounds like the M855 Steel Core 5.56
round at distances of only 15ft. This plate is designed to be used primarily as a back plate and will fit inside many standard carriers. The plate is
coated will a full 200 mil thick layer of ballistic anti-fragmentation coating which encapsulates up to 99.9% of bullet particles. We do not offer “base
coats” or “build up” coats because we believe that every plate should have the best coating possible. Our standard coating is the same thickness as
other company’s “build up” coats.
SPECS:
- Level III+: Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III
- Primarily used as a back plate in most standard plate carriers
- ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- 10” wide x 12” Tall – Flat, no curve
- Weight: 8.25lbs with coating
- Coating: ~ 200 mils on strike face
- 11”x14” Plates Available for additional $10.00, lead times may apply
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Side Plate

TM

Level III+ Side Plate – MSRP - $49.99ea
The Side Plate utilizes a ¼” thick steel plate core that has been ISO tested to meet a minimum of 510 Brinell Hardness. This plate complies with and
exceeds the standards for NIJ Level III and is capable of stopping M80 ammunition or 7.62 rounds of 148 grains at velocities of 2750 fps. These
specs are most commonly found in .308 rounds. The Side Plate goes a step further and is also able to stop rounds like the M855 Steel Core 5.56
round at distances of only 15ft. This plate is available in 6”x6” square or 4”x6” Rectangle sizes. They are designed to fit into the side pouches
included on some carriers. Be sure to measure the size of the pouch on the carrier before ordering. Each plate is coated will a full 200 mil thick layer
of ballistic anti-fragmentation coating which encapsulates up to 99.9% of bullet particles. We do not offer “base coats” or “build up” coats because we
believe that every plate should have the best coating possible. Our standard coating is the same thickness as other company’s “build up” coats.
SPECS:
- Level III+: Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III
- Sold individually
- ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Available in 6”x6” square or 4”x6” Rectangle – Flat, no curve
- Weight: 3.25lbs each with coating
- Coating: ~ 200 mils on strike face
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P.D. Plates

TM

Law Enforcement Specific - Level III+ Trauma Plate Inserts
MSRP - $59.99ea
Steel Ops was one of the first companies to offer these unique plates. These plates are specifically designed to fit inside the pouch located on the
front of most department issued IIIA vests. In recent years it has become devastatingly obvious that Level IIIA armor is simply not sufficient,
especially during active shooter scenarios or building entries. These plates provide rifle level protection over critical mass. Each P.D. Plate utilizes a
¼” thick steel plate core that has been ISO tested to meet a minimum of 510 Brinell hardness. This plate complies with and exceeds the standards for
NIJ Level III and is capable of stopping M80 (.308) ammunition or 7.62 rounds of 148 grains at velocities of 2750 fps, as well as rounds like the M855
Steel Core 5.56 round at distances of only 15ft. This plate is available in three sizes to accommodate various styles of IIIA vests. Be sure to measure
the size of the pouch on the carrier before ordering. Each plate is coated will a full 200 mil thick layer of ballistic anti-fragmentation coating which
encapsulates up to 99.9% of bullet particles. Special care is given to ensure preparation of the plate is perfect before coating. Combined with Kevlar
of the IIIA vest this plate gives the user confidence to handle situations that may involve rifle threats without the clutter or weight of a full carrier kit.
SPECS:
- Level III+: Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III
- Sold individually
- ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 3.2 – 3.5 5lbs with coating
- Coating: ~ 200 mils on strike face

PD1: 6” wide x 8” Tall – 5/8” horizontal chest curve
PD2: 7” wide x 9” Tall – 5/8” horizontal chest curve
PD3: 7” Wide x 8” Tall with V-Shaped Bottom Tapper – 5/8” horizontal chest curve
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Armor Carrier Kits
PREPARE. PROTECT. PREVAIL.

All Steel Ops Carrier Kits include front and back armor. Side armor is not
included and must be purchased individually. Note that all kits have
various models and upgrades available. All pouches and attachments are
compatible with all the kits listed. For questions about any of the Steel Ops
armor kits or plates please call our office – 970-215-6969

NOTICE: Level III and IV body armor plates are regulated by the International Trade in Arms
Regulations (ITAR) and are subject to the export control laws of the US Government. Export or
transfer of these plates to any foreign end user, or for any other end use, whether inside the US or
abroad, without the written approval is the US Department of State is prohibited.
LIABILITY DISCLAIMER: These plates are not in any way intended nor guaranteed to prevent or
mitigate any type of bodily injury or death and should only be used at your own risk. Ratings and
test results are not in any way guaranteed and by purchasing or using these plates the individual
waives for themselves as well as for their customers, heirs, assigns, and agents the right to any
claims for damages of any kind, whether known or unknown, in law or in equity, whether past,
present, or future, against Steel Ops Ltd. as well as any vendor, staff, heir, or employee thereof.
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Sentry Kit
Lightweight – Quick Deploy – Active Shooter Kit
Our Sentry Kit is widely used by Law Enforcement as a rapid deployment kit for active shooter scenarios or high risk building entries. One of the best
features of this kit is that it comes standard with two Pro Plates and will accept two XP Pro Plates if desired. This feature is important as it allows the
user to interchange front and back plates in case one is hit. It features a quick disconnect cummerbund, adjustable shoulder straps, full front and
back molle webbing, and radio/hydration line straps. THIS KIT IS NOT SIDE PLATE CAPABLE

AVAILABLE IN:
Black, Tan, OD Green, MultiCam

Base Model: MSRP - $224.99
- Includes two standard Pro Plates
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 17.6 lbs with plates

XP Model: MSRP - $244.99
- Includes two XP Pro Plates
- Level III+ Special Threat stops M193 (.223), M855 (Steel Core 5.56), & Steel Core 7.62x39 @ 10ft
- NIJ Certified for Level III - M80 148 grain 7.62 @ 2750 fps
- XP Plate: 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600 & Full Ballistic Coating
- Weight: 16.4 lbs with plates
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Gunner Kit
Lightweight – Extended Combat
The Gunner Kit is designed to give the user maximum space for gear in a lightweight package. The full molle cummerbund allows the user to attach
additional pouches to the sides. The base model comes standard with one Pro Plate for the front and one Flat Plate for the back. It will accept two XP
Pro Plates if desired. It features an adjustable Velcro cummerbund, emergency release strap for accidental water submersion, adjustable shoulder
straps, full front and back molle webbing, radio/hydration line straps, and front map pouch. THIS KIT IS NOT SIDE PLATE CAPABLE

AVAILABLE IN:
Black or Tan

Base Model: MSRP - $249.99
- Includes one standard Pro Plate (Front) and one Flat Plate (Back)
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate & Flat Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 19.8 lbs with plates

Pro Model: MSRP - $259.99
- Includes two standard Pro Plates
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 19 lbs with plates

XP Model: MSRP - $279.99
- Includes two XP Pro Plates
- Level III+ Special Threat stops M193 (.223), M855 (Steel Core 5.56), & Steel Core 7.62x39 @ 10ft
- NIJ Certified for Level III - M80 148 grain 7.62 @ 2750 fps
- XP Plate: 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600 & Full Ballistic Coating
- Weight: 18 lbs with plates
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M.O.P.C. Kit
Modular Operator Plate Carrier
The MOPC is truly a universal carrier with all the features you could want. With a side plate capable full molle cummerbund the user can add
additional protection or storage with ease. The base model comes standard with one Pro Plate for the front and one Flat Plate for the back. It will
accept two XP Pro Plates if desired. It features a quick disconnect cummerbund as well as a removable Velcro cummerbund with side plate pouches.
This allows the user to quickly convert between a rapid deployment kit and an extended combat kit. It also features adjustable shoulder straps, full
front and back molle webbing, radio/hydration line straps, and front map pouch. THIS KIT IS SIDE PLATE CAPABLE – SOLD SEPARATELY

AVAILABLE IN:
Black, Tan, MultiCam

Base Model: MSRP - $269.99
- Includes one standard Pro Plate (Front) and one Flat Plate (Back)
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate & Flat Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 20 lbs with plates

Pro Model: MSRP - $279.99
- Includes two standard Pro Plates
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 19.5 lbs with plates

XP Model: MSRP - $299.99
- Includes two XP Pro Plates
- Level III+ Special Threat stops M193 (.223), M855 (Steel Core 5.56), & Steel Core 7.62x39 @ 10ft
- NIJ Certified for Level III - M80 148 grain 7.62 @ 2750 fps
- XP Plate: 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600 & Full Ballistic Coating
- Weight: 18.5 lbs with plates
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XPC Kit
Full Load-Out
The XPC maximizes real estate and provides the most room for pouches and gear out of any other carrier. .The base model comes standard with
one Pro Plate for the front and one Flat Plate for the back. It will accept two XP Pro Plates if desired. It features a full molle Velcro cummerbund with
side plate pouches, adjustable shoulder straps, full front and back molle webbing, radio/hydration line straps, front map pouch, and extra padding
behind the armor plate for comfort. THIS KIT IS SIDE PLATE CAPABLE – SOLD SEPARATELY

AVAILABLE IN:
Black, Tan, OD Green

Base Model: MSRP - $269.99
- Includes one standard Pro Plate (Front) and one Flat Plate (Back)
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate & Flat Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 20 lbs with plates

Pro Model: MSRP - $279.99
- Includes two standard Pro Plates
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 19.5 lbs with plates

XP Model: MSRP - $299.99
- Includes two XP Pro Plates
- Level III+ Special Threat stops M193 (.223), M855 (Steel Core 5.56), & Steel Core 7.62x39 @ 10ft
- NIJ Certified for Level III - M80 148 grain 7.62 @ 2750 fps
- XP Plate: 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600 & Full Ballistic Coating
- Weight: 18.5 lbs with plates
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XPC SWAT Kit
Pouches Included
The XPC SWAT kit was designed by Steel Ops for local SWAT teams and this kit is in active service. This kit includes the carrier, plates, cuff pouch,
double M4/Pistol Pouch, Flashlight Pouch, Radio/Suppressor Pouch, and EMT/Med Pouch. The base model comes standard with one Pro Plate for
the front and one Flat Plate for the back. It will accept two XP Pro Plates if desired. The XPC Carrier itself features a full molle Velcro cummerbund
with side plate pouches, adjustable shoulder straps, full front and back molle webbing, radio/hydration line straps, front map pouch, and extra padding
behind the armor plate for comfort. THIS KIT IS SIDE PLATE CAPABLE – SOLD SEPARATELY

AVAILABLE IN:
Black, Tan, OD Green – (all parts will match)

Base Model: MSRP - $339.99
- Includes one standard Pro Plate (Front) and one Flat Plate (Back)
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate & Flat Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 20.5 lbs with plates

Pro Model: MSRP - $349.99
- Includes two standard Pro Plates
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 20lbs with plates

XP Model: MSRP - $369.99
- Includes two XP Pro Plates
- Level III+ Special Threat stops M193 (.223), M855 (Steel Core 5.56), & Steel Core 7.62x39 @ 10ft
- NIJ Certified for Level III - M80 148 grain 7.62 @ 2750 fps
- XP Plate: 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600 & Full Ballistic Coating
- Weight: 19lbs with plates
* SHERIFF PATCH NOT AVAILABLE TO DEALERS OR GENERAL PUBLIC
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Cyclone Kit
Lightweight – Heavy Use
The Cyclone kit is an extremely light weight kit that also provides ample room for pouches. Available in the unique Black MultiCam pattern this carrier
has become popular with government agencies due to its durability and user friendly design. The base model comes standard with one Pro Plate for
the front and one Flat Plate for the back. It will accept two XP Pro Plates if desired. It features a full molle Velcro cummerbund with side plate
capability, adjustable shoulder straps, full front and back molle webbing, radio/hydration line straps, front map pouch, and extra padding behind the
armor plate for comfort. THIS KIT IS SIDE PLATE CAPABLE – REQUIRES 4”x6” SIDE PLATES, SOLD SEPARATELY

AVAILABLE IN:
Black or Black MultiCam

Base Model: MSRP - $339.99
- Includes one standard Pro Plate (Front) and one Flat Plate (Back)
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate & Flat Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 19 lbs with plates

Pro Model: MSRP - $349.99
- Includes two standard Pro Plates
- Level III+ (Complies with and exceeds NIJ Level III)
- Pro Plate: ¼” AR-500 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 510
- Weight: 18.5 lbs with plates

XP Model: MSRP - $369.99
- Includes two XP Pro Plates
- Level III+ Special Threat stops M193 (.223), M855 (Steel Core 5.56), & Steel Core 7.62x39 @ 10ft
- NIJ Certified for Level III - M80 148 grain 7.62 @ 2750 fps
- XP Plate: 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600 Steel with a minimum Brinell hardness of 600 & Full Ballistic Coating
- Weight: 17.5 lbs with plates
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SR-1

TM

Vehicle Seat Rack
MSRP - $54.99
The SR-1 is a new innovative product that allows you to hang your plate carrier on the back of the driver or passenger seat of your vehicle. It provides
convenient access to your carrier and its contents. It also allows you to access your carrier quickly in the event of an engagement. Most
importantly because of the unique positioning of the rack it also provides rear ballistic protection to the driver while hanging. Install is easy and takes
less than 3 minutes. Simply remove your head rest, place the rack, reinstall the head rest, and set the adjustment tabs so as to lock the rack into
place left to right. The bottom of the rack provides tension against the carrier to prevent it from swinging during turns. It will fit most carriers even at full
adjustment for larger body types. The rack is powder coated black and free of sharp edges so there’s no damage to upholstery. The days of storing
your carrier under a seat or in a gear bag are over.

SPECIFICATIONS:
3/8" Cold Rolled Forged Bent Steel
~2lbs - 9"x8"x24"
Powder coated Black
All hardware included
Verify Your Vehicle Compatibility:
Head rest must be removable. Head rest posts must be no more than 7 3/4" wide. Distance from head rest posts to back of seat must not exceed 3".
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Accessories
Cuff Pouch: MSRP - $9.99
Available in: Black, Tan, and OD Green

Flashlight Pouch: MSRP - $8.99
Available in: Black, Tan, OD Green, and MultiCam

Pistol Mag Pouch: MSRP - $9.99
Available in: Black, Tan, OD Green, and MultiCam

Double M4 Mag Pouch: MSRP - $14.99
Available in: Black, Tan, OD Green, and MultiCam

Double M4/Pistol Mag Pouch: MSRP - $15.99
Available in: Black, Tan, OD Green, and MultiCam
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Accessories
Radio/Suppressor Pouch: MSRP - $13.99
Available in: Black, Tan, OD Green, and MultiCam

EMT/Med Pouch: MSRP - $15.99
Available in: Black, Tan, OD Green, and MultiCam

Buckle Repair Kit: MSRP - $9.99
Available in: Black, Tan, and OD Green

STEEL OPS Support Pack: MSRP - $5.99
Includes 5 vinyl decals and two 2”x3” Velcro patches
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(cont)

Replacement Parts
Replacement Post (Standard or T2/T4)
The standard post will work for the T3RX, T3R, T1, and Dueling Trees. The smaller T2/T4 post is only compatible with those two systems.
All posts come with the tubes for KISS Brackets already attached and are powder coated black.
Standard post: 68” Long - 2” x 2” x 1/4" A36 Steel L-Angle
T2/T4 Post: 48” Long, 1 ½ x 1 ½ A36 Steel L-Angle
MSRP: $29.99
Replacement DT6 Tree (this is the tree only, no post or flippers)
The tree is the triangle tube that the flippers and post fit into. It has six attachment points for flippers.
- 3” x 3” x 1/4" A36 Steel L-Angle
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $149.99
Armored Version: MSRP: $359.00
Replacement Silhouette for T1 and T3R Targets (Do not use for T3RX or P Series targets)
The replacement Silhouette comes in two shapes – T1 and T3, both of which are the same price. This includes the square tube, flipper attachment points, & carry
handle, which are welded to the back of the target. Post not included.
- T1 Shape- 18” round, 3/8" AR550 Steel
- T3 Shape - 18” x 27” with a 9” circle head, 3/8" AR550 Steel
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $149.99
Replacement Shooting Surfaces for T3RX
The replacement shooting surfaces come in IPSC or T3 shape. This does not include hardware, backers, or stands.
- IPSC Shape- 12” x 24” with a 6”x6” square head, 3/8" AR550 Steel
- T3 Shape - 18” x 27” with a 9” circle head, 3/8" AR550 Steel
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $99.99
Replacement T3RX backer plate
The replacement backer plate bolts to the shooting surface and includes the post tube and attachment point for the flipper. This does not include any hardware or
shooting surface.
- ATSM A36 Steel for all parts except Flipper Keeper tabs which are AR550 Steel.
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $99.99
Replacement T3RX Bolt Kit (Not sold individually)
Includes four complete bolt assemblies: 4 bolts, 4 nuts, 4 washers, 4 rubber grommets
- Bolt: 5/8” Standard thread Grade 9 Ultra Hard Shaker (carriage) Bolt
- Washer: 5/8” Zinc Coated SAE Flat Washer
- Nut: 5/8” Zinc Coated Nylon Lock Nut
- Grommet: 5/8” x 3/8” 60 Duro rubber grommet
MSRP: $19.99
Other replacement parts & bolts
S1 Thumb Bolt Kit – two ¼” thumb screws - MSRP: $3.99
S2 T Handle Bolt Kit – four ½” T handle Bolts - MSRP: $19.99
Buckle Repair Kit – 1 Large, 2 medium, and 4 small EZ connect buckles to repair lost or broken carrier buckles - MSRP: $9.99
CUSTOM TARGET OR RAW ARMOR PLATE PRICING:
½” AR-500 – MSRP $33/sqft
3/8” AR-550 – MSRP $25/sqft
¼” AR-500 – MSRP $21/sqft
5mm Aegis AR-600 – MSRP $30/sqft
*Note these prices do not include powder coating or ballistic coating
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